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Cover Story
Front Cover: On Saturday
13th October 2018, we held
a members’ running day.
The opportunity was taken
to celebrate the 70th
Anniversary of the founding
of the society. On the cover
Geoff Higgs (right), the
current society President is
joined by former Presidents
Peter Pardington (left) and
Peter Reynolds (centre) in
cutting the celebratory
cake, while the Chairman
and Treasurer look on. Peter Reynolds is, of course, our longest serving
member, having joined as a junior member at the society’s second ever
meeting in October 1948.
Inside Cover Top: Also at the members’ running day, we presented a
cheque for £700 to the Hillingdon Hospital Children’s Occupational
Therapy Unit. This has been the President’s chosen charity for many
years. Geoff Higgs and Val Fitch are seen with the party from the
Hillingdon Hospital Children’s Occupational Therapy Unit.
Inside Cover Bottom: On Tuesday 13th November this model of the
Medway Queen ran aground on one of IDSME’s picnic benches. Poor
navigation on the part of the captain in what are clearly conditions of
good visibility.
Nevertheless, the model,
which was built by Brian
Hoare, caused much
comment amongst members
of the A-Team. It is hoped
that this model will be on
display on IDSME’s stand at
the London Model
Engineering Exhibition in
January.
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Winter Programme
January 2019

4th January The Proudfoots Entertain - Two Half Evening
Talks t

11th January Club & General Interest Night
18th January Vintage Films
18th January London Model Engineering Exhibition
to 20th January - Alexandra Palace

25th January Minions’ Quiz

February 2019

1st February Ted Martin, The Man And His Railway
Mark Hamlin

8th February Model Railway Group Presentation
15th February Bookbinding - Don Rutherford

The Balloon's Gone Up - Mel Fuller
22nd February The St Albans Abbey Branch - past,

present and future - Dave Horton
March 2019

1st March What We Do On Tuesdays - Workshop Group
8th March Members' Slides Night
15th March Uxbridge Utilities Part II - David Sexton
22nd March Club & General Interest Night
29th March India - Mike Weedon

April 2019

Saturday 6th: IDSME Public Running Day

For latest winter programme updates see the IDSME website:
http://www.idsme.co.uk/IDSME/IDSMEWinterProgramme.shtml
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Chairman's Chat
At the risk of being admonished by the
equal opportunities commission or
targeted by a religious cult leader I
must firstly risk saying Merry
Christmas & A Happy New Year to
you all.
I believe the club has had a
successful 2018 thanks to the
engagement of many members. I
was particularly pleased with
the apparent success of the
Family Day last October and
the encouraging comments

from many who attended. Hopefully we can repeat the event in 2019
with even more members involved.
One thing that has defeated me this year is to post a review of the
weekly programme items on the electronic message board. This is no
reflection on the content, merely a lack of time on my part. We’ve had
some fascinating items, ranging from the RAF's transition from what
appeared to be motorised prams to modern fast jets, through to home-
made ‘pork pie compression’ equipment. You never know where a
General Interest Night session may take you!
I suspect you may be reading this article having just been subjected to
the annual Sir Cyril’s slide show which I’m sure will have captured
some of the other highlights of 2018.
What’s next – well hopefully the depths of winter should, if the
weather gods allow, see some significant progress on three projects.
Firstly, the groundworks for the re-signalling project and the
replacement of the compressor shed have both started. We are also
finalising the design plans for the kitchen refurbishment. Please be
aware that these works may disrupt our normal use of club facilities
so do check before planning any use of them. Can I also take the
opportunity to ask for help with all of the above as we are on a
deadline to ensure a fully useable site for the 6th April. If you choose
not to be involved with any of these works then fear not. There is an
ever-expanding list of routine maintenance jobs listed in the
clubhouse.
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The winter programme resumes in January and aside from a few
internal speakers I believe the Programme Secretary has several more
surprises lined up, so do please come along.
My final thoughts turn to membership. Whilst our numbers have
slipped slightly over the past year, we are still maintaining a viable
society. That being said it’s back to the old chestnut of how to engage
a younger membership. The challenge perhaps for 2019 is to speak
with other local youth groups and look towards developing joint
activities. If you have any thoughts along these lines, then please save
your comments and we will add the discussion to the next General
Interest Night in January.
In the meantime - Cheers all and once more seasons greetings.

Bob Proudfoot

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

A Christmas Project
If you have a little spare time in the workshop this Christmas, why not
try and make one of these devices. We are sure it will be useful for
something.
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Tickets Please!
By Mel Fuller

Questions were asked about
our passenger figures at the
AGM and have been asked
at various other times, so
your Editor thought it
would be useful to publish
some information on the
subject.

We first started recording
our passenger carryings in
1982. That year we carried
2383. For the next two
years we continued carrying
similar numbers, 2408 and
2538.
In 1985 the figure leapt up to 3797 with 3807 the following year. The next
two years were in the 4000s and then another substantial increase
happened in 1989 when we carried 6319. The next four years were in the
7-8000s followed by a drop in 1994 to 6816. 1995 saw another big increase
this time to 9431 followed by us breaking the 10,000 mark with 10471 in
1996. This was followed in 1997 with 10,133 which was the last time we
achieved a five-figure total in a season.
During 1995 we carried over 1000 passengers a Run on six occasions, the
best being 1300 in April. This was bettered in 1996 with eight of the
months being over 1000, the best being 1451 in September.
1997 with its five Runs of over 1000 saw our current record monthly
carrying of 1671 in October.

Passenger numbers began falling after that, not because we had upset the
locals but because we had added the inner main line to our track and
increased the journey length by completing an extra lap of the track so as
to the include the new line. In turn this meant each train could complete
fewer journeys during the day and thus also carry fewer passengers. It
also meant that individual passengers would likely complete fewer
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journeys during a visit to the railway.
In the 1995-7 period we regularly managed to run three two trolley trains
as well as our normal ones which meant we were able to cope with large
numbers of visitors, although from time to time the queue was up the
path. The reason we could run these longer trains was the availability of
several tank locos such as Peter Reynolds ‘Two’, which were not only
powerful but also ran very reliably.
During 1998 we carried our 100,000th passenger, reaching 200,000 in
2010 and 250,000 in October last year (2017).

Since 2005 we have seen the figures stay at about 7,000 per year. This
year figures are down somewhat below this. It seems unlikely that the
increase in fares are responsible. Rather we have had a few extremely
quiet running days where circumstances outside our control resulted in
low passenger numbers. The July (and August) running day occurred
during the summer heat wave, which in itself tended to discourage people
from going out and about, and also coincided with England’s appearance in
the World Cup Quarter Finals. This resulted in almost all our passengers
disappearing home about 2pm. The October running day (our quietest for
over thirty years) was extremely wet all day, and the December running
day also started off damply, before drying out later. In contrast, between
the two wet running days we had our busiest November run for fifteen
years.

The final
passenger
train of the
2018 season
departs an
otherwise
deserted
Ickenham St
Giles station
on Saturday
1st December.
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Ashpan Notebook
Exhibitions

IDSME will be attending the London Model Engineering Exhibition at
Alexandra Palace from Friday 18th to Sunday 20th January 2019.

AGM

At the AGM in September there were no changes to the committee and
so for 2018/19 the committee is: Chairman: Bob Proudfoot, Vice
Chairman: John Wilcox, President: Geoff Higgs, Secretary: David
Sexton, Treasurer: Graham Findlater, Public Relations Officer: Phil
Wimbush and Committee Member: Peter Cathcart. Peter Fitch has
replaced Colin Reid as one of the society's auditors, after Colin moved
away to be nearer his family. The other auditor remains Patrick Rollin.
The tea-break gave an opportunity for us to consume cake as a
celebration of two notable events. Jean and Ian Mortimer were
celebrating their Golden Wedding Anniversary with an evening out at
the AGM (yes, they really know how to party!) The AGM was also the
35th anniversary of the accession of our Hon Sec to his current
committee post.

Kitchen

At the AGM a proposal to refurbish the clubhouse kitchen was accepted.
Other than a new counter top and new wall paper provided about fifteen
years ago, the kitchen has been left largely unchanged since the
clubhouse extension was completed some thirty years ago. The recent
completion of the new kitchen window has really thrown a light on how
tired it has become. The proposal is to completely replace all the kitchen
units, including the sink, as well as providing a glass fronted fridge unit
to display cold items being sold from the buffet on running days. It is
hoped that the work will be carried out during the winter months ready
for the new running season in April. Colin Reid has recently had to move
away from Ickenham to live near his family, and in clearing out his old
flat, he donated a substantial amount of model railway equipment to the
club, on the understanding that it would be sold to members and other
interested parties, with the funds going towards the kitchen
refurbishment. In total the sale raised nearly £1,500.
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June Fryer

June Fryer has
decided to retire
from duty in the
station buffet
selling
refreshments to
our visitors on
running days. For
many years she
could be found all
day every running
day in the buffet,
but in more recent
years has stepped back and helped out as required. In view of her long
service in this somewhat overlooked role, the chairman, on behalf of the
society, presented her with a bunch of flowers at the December running
day.

June writes:

Barry & I volunteered to be in charge of catering for open days many
moons ago. We started in the original kitchen of the clubhouse, where the
toilet is now. That was before the fire which destroyed that part of the
building.
That must have been over forty years ago. So, I have seen all the
improvements you have made. New station, steaming bay cover and
workshops. Also, the two tunnels.
At some time, Jean took over the helm and we had various helpers
including Fred’s wife Mona. She was quite a character. Jean was a great
organiser and an asset to IDSME.
I have been happy to help. It has been lovely to see the young passengers
growing up over the years. Although I have decided to retire, I will visit,
if only to see the new kitchen! I’m sure Alison and her helpers will keep
you fed and watered.
Finally, thank you so much for the flowers.

All best wishes.
June
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Ashpan 117 & 118
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The next issue of Ashpan, number 118, is due to be
published in time for the April running day and so any contributions
should be with the editor by the beginning of March. The editor's contact
details can be found on the inside front cover.
Working Parties
It was decided at the AGM that we should hold a greater number of
working parties at the weekends. Up until now our only regular working
parties have been on the first Saturday in February and March, in the
place of the public running days that occupy the first Saturday during
the rest of the year. It was proposed and agreed to adopt the last
Saturday in every month throughout the year as the additional working
parties. This should ensure that the site is at its best in advance of
public running days, as well as avoiding any confusion with changing
dates. The challenge now is for members to remember that these
working parties are to take place (the person who proposed the last
Saturday of the month had forgotten all about it within two months of
the AGM).
Ickenham Festival Community Evening – Friday 7th December
IDSME again took part in this annual event by running a portable track
alongside the village hall. A confluence of circumstances prevented
several regular attendees from being present on this occasion, and in
view of the shortage of manpower the decision was taken to beg the use
of Mark Hamlin's raised portable track which, although confining us to a
single locomotive train, is much easier for the crew to set up.
As six o'clock approached Driver Wilcox (H), at the controls of the
Chairman’s Polly locomotive, set off with the first train of the evening.
This combination continued unabated and without a break for the full
three hours of the event. With John Wilcox and Simon Tilbury in charge
of loading and fare collection and 'young Cat' providing fuel & water it
only remained for Mark Hamlin and the Chairman to provide the
occasional 'hand of god' banking assistance at the foot of the plumber’s
yard for the heavier laden trains. The event closed with our last
departure at 9 o'clock and with further testament to the use of Mark's
track, only 23 minutes later we thanked London & Home Counties for
hosting our track for the evening as the last car left the yard.
This year we carried 280 passengers, an increase of 8 passengers over
last year’s total.
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Peter Morgan

Peter Morgan, who was IDSME’s oldest member, died at the age of 98 in
October.
That he was ‘a pleasure to know’, ‘always a true gentleman’ and ‘a good
club member and a good friend’ typified the comments from IDSME
members who had known him over the years.
Peter was born in Denham in 1920 and trained as an electrical engineer,
although his interest in modelling began during schooldays ‘carving
aeroplanes out of ordinary wood’.
He got to know of IDSME in the mid-50s, having moved with wife
Dorothy and their young family to Elm Avenue, Eastcote. They soon
found that living almost opposite was another IDSME member, Ken
Bolley and, as Peter recalled in Ashpan 33, ‘around October/November
1955 I was introduced to IDSME…’ Peter had the beginnings of a
workshop - bringing a ‘Zyto’ 3 3/8th inch modellers’ lathe to Elm Avenue
- and wrote that: ‘meeting up with Ken Bolley and company really set
the course for what has dominated my modelling life’. This being a
reference to his 5-inch gauge 4-4-0 Midland compound No. 1000 which
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won the New Zealand Cup at the 1975 Model Engineer Exhibition.
Peter’s regular and active membership of IDSME lasted 20 years,
spending 18 of them on the committee, including spells as chairman and
president. However, as his employer Honeywell moved further away, in
1975 the family moved to Berkshire, although he kept up his IDSME
membership and was later made an honorary member.
One of the requirements for his new home was a suitable garden for a
railway. In summer 1976 he laid a test track using Laurie Greene’s
‘bendy track’ to successfully prove the feasibility and the permanent line
(ground-level on a concrete base, IDSME-style) ‘opened’ in September
1982.
Later he built a small 0-4-0T and a battery loco (Met Bo-Bo) and started
a Norris 4-2-2, which he returned to only a few years ago, showing
progress on IDSME exhibition stands (with a cardboard ‘boiler’ to prove
the dimensions!). Other interests over the years included hand built 00
locomotives and restoring a long-case clock. Many of his retirement
hours were spent enjoying running 1000 on a private line at a nearby
farm. Active throughout his life, he drove to the Prestwood traction
engine rally in July 2018.

A memorial website for Peter can be found at
https://peter-john-morgan.muchloved.com
This includes some notes, written by Peter himself, at the suggestion of
his family, on his childhood in Denham and which those interested in
local history may find of interest.

- Malcolm Parsons

Peter Morgan at
the Prestwood
Traction Engine
Rally in July. He
is about to embark
on a voyage into
the unknown as he
joins Peter
Pardington for a
trip around the
parade ring.
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Isle of Man Railway HedgeTrimmer in 00n3
By Simon Hamlin

In order to control the lineside vegetation, the Isle of Man Railway has,
since at least the 1970s, used tractor mounted hedge trimmers, with the
tractor carried along the line on a well wagon. The tractors used over the
years have come from a variety of manufacturers, but all the hedge
trimmers appear to have been made by McConnel. The railway has also
used a number of different well-wagons over the years.
The original four-wheel well wagon was built in the 1930s, with the well
constructed with steel girders and the running gear mounted on wooden
solebars. It was lengthened in 1967 for use in the short-lived container
service. In the 1970s it was used for hedge trimming propelled by the ex-
County Donegal railcars. At least two tractors were used at this time: a
Massey Ferguson TEA with a belt-driven finger-bar hedge trimmer and
more modern Massey Ferguson 165 with a McConnel Power Arm
hydraulic flail.
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The original well wagon was broken up in the 1990s, but the running
gear was incorporated in a replacement all-steel wagon, which I
photographed at Santon in 2008, carrying a Case International tractor,
also fitted with a McConnel hydraulic arm flail. This appears to have
been propelled by the yellow Simplex 40S diesel (subsequently painted
green by the Manx Electric Railway).
In recent years the Railway has constructed a new bogie well wagon,
which Phil Wimbush photographed at Douglas, carrying a modern (and
rather larger) tractor with a more modern hydraulic arm flail. I’ve not
seen pictures of this wagon with motive power, but I imagine it would
probably work with Hunslet diesel No. 18 Ailsa.

The Model
My model of the well wagon represents the original four-wheel vehicle in
its lengthened form, which I originally scratch built several years ago as
part of my
container train.
The well is built
from Plastruct
girders with a
balsa wood floor.
The W-irons were
cut out of
plasticard sheet
and the axle
boxes fabricated
from a plastic
block drilled to
take a Romford
shoulderless
bearing. These
were attached to
a mixed
plasticard and
balsa wood
framework.
More recently, I
added new floor
timbers, cut
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down from old coffee stirrers. The floor of the well is fitted with blocks to
locate the tractor and can be removed to allow a container to be carried.
For the hedge trimmer, I chose to model the hydraulic arm option, using
Oxford Diecast’s model of the slightly smaller but visually similar
Massey Ferguson 135. I modelled the hydraulic arm flail as a simplified
version of typical McConnel hedge trimmers produced from the 1960s to
the present day. My initial idea to construct this was to adapt the
backhoe arm from the Dapol (ex-Airfix) Mk. 3 JCB. In the end, I only
used the pivoting base and the upper arm, narrowed down (grey in the
photograph). The base, lower arm and flail head were fabricated from
plasticard sections. I retained the pivot points on the Dapol moulding,
enabling it to be posable; this is essential to allow it to fit into the Oxford
Diecast box for transport!
The final challenge was to attach the completed assembly to the tractor.
To achieve this, I exploited a feature of the Oxford Diecast design, where
the model is packaged attached to a plastic plinth by a pair of screws: I
simply glued a brass strip to the base of the hedge trimmer and bolted it
to the underside of the tractor.
Transfers were drawn up on the computer and printed on waterslide
decal paper, while the driver came from a job lot of plastic figures
acquired from Ebay. The finished model makes occasional appearances
on my layout Ballashimmin, propelled by the County Donegal Railcars
as per the prototype.
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The model is seen at
work in the cutting
approaching
Ballashimmin on
Simon Hamlin's
OOn3 layout based
on the Isle of Man
Railway
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Cable Haulage InThe Capital
By Patrick Rollin

In the early days of railways there were numerous examples of cable or
rope haulage on the railway. In many instances these were confined to
rope worked inclines with other forms of haulage (such as either flesh or
iron horses) on the more level sections of the route.
Cable hauled systems could be divided into two categories: those where
the hauled vehicles were permanently attached to the cable and those
where vehicles were attached or detached from the cable as required. The
former requires the cable to be stopped for the vehicles to be stationary
while the latter allows the cable to be in continuous motion if required.
The Great Orme tramway in North Wales is an example of the former
type, while the San Francisco Cable Car network is an example of the
latter type.
In London cable haulage was employed by two railway companies, one
underground railway company and two tramway companies.
The two railway companies, by coincidence, enjoyed the same initials
(L&B) and were both engineered by Robert Stephenson.

The London & Birmingham Railway

The London & Birmingham railway was empowered, by an Act of 1833 to
construct a railway from a point on the north bank of the Regents Canal
in Camden to a terminus at Curzon Street in Birmingham. In July 1835
a second Act of Parliament was obtained authorising a one-mile
extension from Camden to a terminus near Euston Square. (What goes
around comes around: More than 180 years later the ‘High Speed Rail
(London - West Midlands) Act 2017’ authorised the construction of a
railway from Euston to a terminus at Curzon Street in Birmingham)
The extension from Camden to Euston was to be fairly steeply graded,
having to rise a total of 46 feet from Euston to the point where the line
passed over the Regents Canal. Gradients on the line were successively
1 in 66, 1 in 110, 1 in 132 & 1 in 75. Even then, it was not beyond the
capabilities of steam locomotives of the day to handle trains on such
gradients, but the decision was taken to employ cable haulage from
Euston to Camden with steam locomotives taking over at Camden for the
journey to Birmingham. It may well be that the decision was made as the
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result of an agreement between the L&B and the local landowners; the
landowners had already managed to secure a restriction in the Act which
prevented the L&B from erecting any stationary steam engines,
workshops etc south of the Regents Canal, but the use of steam
locomotives was not explicitly banned.
Stephenson elected to use an endless system of haulage whereby the
cable formed a continuous loop. The cable would be powered by
stationary steam engines housed in an underground vault located north
of the Regents Canal at Camden. The tracks of the extension would pass
over the roof of the underground vault. The large size of the engine house
(135 feet by 170 feet) was due to the fact that the extension to Euston
was to be built with four tracks from the outset and two sets of engines,
equipment, boilers etc would be required. One pair of tracks (the eastern
pair) were for the use of the London & Birmingham railway while the
other pair were intended for the use of the London & Bristol railway
(another L&B), whose directors were at that time in discussion about
sharing the Euston terminus.
In the event when the London & Bristol railway obtained its Act in 1835
it was incorporated as the Great Western Railway and as a consequence
of the adoption of a different track gauge to the London & Birmingham,
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it built its own terminus at Paddington.
Although the London & Birmingham and
Great Western railways went their separate
ways before construction of the Euston
extension began, work on the line and engine
house went ahead as originally planned, save
that the western pair of lines, once built,
became known as the spare lines and were
never equipped for cable haulage, and the
western half of the engine house was left
empty.
The cable haulage system was designed to
handle trains of up to twelve carriages and, to
provide power for the incline, the London &
Birmingham ordered two 60 h.p. condensing
beam engines from Maudslay, Sons & Field of
Lambeth. These had 43-inch diameter
cylinders with a 48-inch stroke and worked
side by side to a common crank shaft. They
took steam at 4½ lbs p.s.i. initially from two
marine boilers, 18 feet long by 7ft 6in wide by
8ft high. Later, in 1838, two further boilers
were added in the previously unused western
boiler room, these being 20ft 6in long by 6ft 8in
in diameter.
The original hemp rope was manufactured by
Messrs. Huddart & Co of Limehouse. At 4,080
yards (a little over 2¼ miles) it was the longest
unspliced rope up to that time. It cost
£476-19s-0d, was 2¼ inches in diameter and
weighed in at 11¾ tons.
All the equipment for the engines was
delivered to site via the Regent’s Canal.
However, repair work on the canal delayed the
completion of the engines and they were not
ready for the line’s opening. Thus, services
began on 12th July 1837 between Euston and
Boxmoor with locomotive haulage throughout.
Rope haulage began on 27th September 1837,
although some trains continued to be handled
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Plan and
side elevation
of the Camden
Engine House
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by locomotives until 14th October.
The rope was not in continuous
motion, rather it was only moving
when it was necessary to haul a
train up the bank.
Trains running towards Euston
would have their engine detached at
Camden and then would continue
under gravity down to the terminus,
under the control of a brakeman who
had to ensure that the speed did not
exceed 10 m.p.h. At the foot of the
incline there was a short level
section of 286 yards before reaching
the station which was on rising
gradient of 1 in 156. This rising
gradient assisted in stopping the
train but had a more important role
for departing trains.
Departing trains would make use of
the 1 in 156 gradient to roll out of
the station to the level section where
rope haulage commenced. While
stationary on the level section the
train would be attached to the rope
by a messenger rope. Once the train
was ready to start a signal would be
sent to the engine house at the top of the bank. This was achieved
pneumatically by depressing a plunger at the Euston end of an air tube,
which four seconds later resulted in increased air pressure displacing a
coloured liquid in a glass indicator in the engine house, and this was also
accompanied by an audible warning, described as a ‘low melancholy
moan’.
In order to start the engine promptly after the signal was given a small
6 h.p. engine was used to exhaust the condenser. It took between 3½ and
5 minutes to haul the train up the bank at an average speed of 15 m.p.h.
The haulage went a short distant beyond the summit to ensure that the
whole train was clear of the rising gradients when it was stopped to be
detached from the rope and attached to a locomotive.
Cable haulage on this section of line was relatively short lived. Whenever

Above: The device shown here was
provided for a cable hauled incline
in Liverpool, but was similar to the
plunger provided at Euston to
signal the engine house at Camden.
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the stationary engines were out of action for maintenance, locomotives
would be employed from Euston rather than Camden. From November
1843 it became regular practice for some prestige trains to hauled from
Euston by locomotive, even if the stationary engines were available for
use. Demand for rail travel had vastly exceeded expectations and trains
had increased in length. Fourteen coach trains were regularly hauled up
the bank, despite twelve being the designed maximum. However, some
trains were even longer at eighteen to twenty carriages (remember we
are talking about short four or six wheel coaches, not the longer bogie
coaches we think of today) and these had to be divided to be hauled up
the bank by the stationary engines. It was found that these longer trains
were within the capability of two locomotives coupled together, so it
made sense for these to be loco hauled from Euston. Burgeoning demand
arising from the development of suburban services and the introduction
of trains for 3rd class passengers meant trains had to become faster and
more frequent, and the rope worked incline was an impediment to this.
Cable haulage was abandoned entirely from 15th July 1844, a little
under seven years after it was introduced.
The stationary engines lay disused for 2½ years, during which time the
London & Birmingham became part of the London & North Western
Railway. The latter advertised the engines for sale in April 1847 and
they were sold to a flax mill in Russia.
The vast subterranean engine house was shut-up, but , apart from the
chimneys ,which were demolished in 1849, it still exists beneath the
tracks of the West Coast Main Line.
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The London & Blackwall Railway

The London & Blackwall Railway was the other railway in London to
employ cable haulage. This line was very different in character to the
London & Birmingham, and it employed cable haulage throughout its
length.
The London & Blackwall obtained its Act of Parliament in 1836 under
the name of the Commercial Railway, and this act authorised the
construction of a railway 3 miles and 843 yards long from Minories, on
the eastern edge of the City of London, to Blackwall, roughly paralleling,
but a little way to the south of the Commercial Road. There were to be
five intermediate stations in that distance.
In order to avoid wholesale property demolition, the first 2 miles 500
yards from Minories to West India Dock was to be carried on a viaduct
consisting of 285 arches, with iron girder bridges over roads crossed by
the railway. Beyond the viaduct the line was carried on an embankment
before entering a shallow cutting just before reaching the Blackwall
terminus.
In many ways this railway was one of the earliest attempts (possibly
even the earliest) at providing a metro style railway. A metro railway
may be defined as one which is used only for passenger services, offers a
frequent service, has stations at frequent intervals, and usually serves a
metropolitan area.
The challenges of operating a metro railway differ somewhat from those
associated with operating a mainline railway and attempting to meet
these different challenges resulted in the London & Blackwall adopting
some unique solutions.
With stations at frequent intervals, rapid acceleration has a greater
impact on overall journey time than does high top speed. At the time of
the line’s construction it was felt that steam locomotives could not offer
the level of acceleration required, and this was the principle reason that
cable haulage was adopted. A further consideration was the avoidance of
fire risk. Being constructed through a built-up area, the potential cost of
property damage from a fire caused by sparks thrown from a steam
locomotive (particularly if worked hard accelerating rapidly away from a
station stop) was deemed considerable.
Being a self-contained railway, the gauge was fixed at 5ft 0½in. This
allowed wider carriages to be employed, giving more space for
passengers. The railway was double track, but as a consequence of the
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method of operation adopted with cable haulage, the railway was
operated as two independent single lines, known as the north and south
lines respectively.
Unlike the Camden incline the method of cable haulage here did not
employ the continuous loop method. Instead the cable for each line was
wound onto a drum at the hauling end of the line and wound off a similar
drum at the other end. Of necessity this meant that a pair of stationary
engines had to be provided at both ends of the line. Two ropes had to be
provided, one for each line, and of necessity, each had to be more than
twice the length of the line. At a little over seven miles in length these
1¾ inch diameter, 40-ton ropes were manufactured by Messrs Huddart &
Co of Limehouse at a cost of about £1,200 each.
At Minories the engines were built by Maudslay, Sons & Field and were
rated at 112h.p. with 56 inch diameter cylinders each having a 60 inch
stroke. At Blackwall the engines were built by Messrs Barnes and Miller
and were rated at 70h.p. with 45½ inch diameter cylinders each having a
48 inch stroke. The difference in power between the two ends of the line
reflected the prevailing gradient of the line which was uphill towards
Minories.

Inside Minories Station. Note the cable drums projecting
through the floor from the engine house below.
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As at Camden, the engine house at Minories was located in a vault
beneath the tracks, and in addition to the engines, housed the drum onto
which the cable was wound and unwound. This drum was cone-shaped,
the idea being that the engine could accelerate the rope (and trains) from
rest more easily if initially the rope was wound onto the smaller
diameter end of the drum. A man, known as the clipper, was employed to
ensure that the rope was wound evenly onto the drum. He stood beneath
the point where the rope entered the engine house facing the drum.
Above his head was mounted a device similar to a pair of scissors, on the
upper arms of which were mounted rollers, between which the rope
passed. By opening or closing
the scissors he could guide the
rope on to the drum. This was
perhaps not the most
stimulating of jobs.
At Blackwall the engine house
was located at ground level a
short distance before the
terminus. Arriving trains had
to detach themselves from the
rope while on the move, and
then rely on their momentum
to carry them up a short rising
gradient into the station.
The method of operation on
this line was unique. The
following is a description of
operation on the north line, the
south line being presumed to
be operated as a mirror image
of this service pattern.
The starting position, with the
cable wound onto the Minories
drum saw, seven carriages
(1 to 7 in Fig. 1) located in the
platform at Minories, and a
single carriage at both
Shadwell (8) and Stepney (9).
Each carriage was attached
individually to the cable and
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each carried a brakesman. Once all carriages were attached to the rope
and ready to start, then the Blackwall engine would start winding in the
cable and all nine carriages would start to move. As the main group of
carriages approached Shadwell, the brakesman on carriage number 1 (at
the rear) would detach his carriage from the rope and brake it to a stand
in Shadwell platform. Likewise, on the approach to Stepney the
brakesman on carriage 2 would detach from the rope, and so on until
carriages 3, 4 & 5 were also detached to serve the three remaining
intermediate stations. At Blackwall as carriage 9 approached it would be
detached from the rope and coast into the station. Shortly afterwards
carriage 8 would arrive by the same means, and eventually carriages 6 &
7 would arrive together. These last two were the only ones to complete
the whole journey from Minories to Blackwall. Once carriages 6 & 7 had
arrived at Blackwall, the Blackwall engine would cease winding in the
rope, and the drum would be put out of gear ready to allow the rope to be
unwound as the Minories engine began to haul the rope back. The
position of carriages would now be as shown in figure 2.
Once the rope was stopped, all carriages would be reattached, those at
Blackwall coasting down the gradient from the station to the point near
the engine house where the cable began. When all was ready, the
Minories engine would begin winding in the cable and all nine carriages
would begin to move. As each carriage approached Minories it was
detached from the cable and brought to a stand in the platform.
Carriages 9 & 8 would be detached on the approach to Stepney and
Shadwell respectively. Once carriages 6 & 7 had arrived at Minories, the
rope was again stopped, and the position of carriages had been returned
to that shown in figure 1.
It will be seen that passengers had to be careful to board the correct
carriage for their intended destination, and that each individual carriage
operated solely between one of the termini and one other station, either
the other terminal or one of the intermediate stations. No carriage served
more than one intermediate station and it therefore follows that a
journey from one intermediate station to another must be made by
travelling to one of the termini stations and changing carriages there.
Co-ordination of activities was vital as the rope could not be started until
it was known that all carriages were attached. This information was
passed to the two termini by means of the electric telegraph. When each
carriage had been attached to the rope the staff at the station concerned
moved their needle on the electric telegraph to the ready position, and
when all the needles in the engine house for all the stations were
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showing ready, the engine could be started.
A complete haul from one end of the line to the other took about eight or
nine minutes, with the speed being about 25m.p.h.
The line opened on 6th July 1840, but a year later a short extension was
opened from Minories to a new terminus at Fenchurch Street. Cable
working was not extended; rather the terminus was worked in the same
fashion as Blackwall. Arriving trains relied on their momentum to reach
the new station, with departing trains relying on gravity to reach the
start of the rope. At the same time that the extension opened, the
company changed its name from the Commercial Railway to the London
& Blackwall railway. An additional intermediate station was opened at
Cannon Street Road (between Minories and Shadwell) in 1842.
Operation of the cable hauled railway was not without its problems. In
particular the hemp ropes gave trouble and it was clear that the extreme
length and demanding operating conditions had taken rope technology
into the unknown. The diameter of the original rope was soon reduced,
and breaks were frequent, with reports of passengers having to push
their carriage to the next station. It was believed that frequent tensions
in opposite directions may have contributed to the problem.
Even more problematical was the constant twisting of the rope in service,
and the cause was difficult to discern. Engineers attempted to cure the
problem by inserting swivels into the rope. At first these were rivetted to
the rope, but then fractures occurred at the rivets, and so eventually the
swivels were spliced into the rope. Then it was found that the swivels
caused problems with how the rope was wound onto the drums.
Eventually hemp ropes were discarded in favour of wire ropes, although
these retained a hemp core, and still needed swivels inserted every half
mile or so.
Despite these problems the railway was a hit with the public, carrying
2½ million passengers in 1844. It was not however, a financial success.
The company therefore looked to expand by building link from Stepney to
the Eastern Counties Railway at Bow. This London & Blackwall
Extension Railway would be the catalyst for the end of cable haulage on
the line. The Eastern Counties Railway was the line in to Liverpool
Street and it later became part of the Great Eastern Railway.
Connection with the Eastern Counties railway meant that the 5ft 0½in
gauge had to be abandoned, and the line converted to the standard 4ft
8½in. This was done in 1849, with locomotives replacing cable haulage at
the same time. The engines and their equipment were advertised for
auction in early 1850.
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After cable haulage ceased the western end of the line received a boost
when the London Tilbury and Southend railway joined the London &
Blackwall Extension Railway at Gas Factory Junction between Stepney
and Bow. Trains from this new line began to run through to Fenchurch
Street from 1854. Initially trains from this line ran via the Eastern
Counties Railway at Bow as the direct link to Gas Factory Junction was
not completed until 1858.
Further east on the original route a connection with the North London
Railway was established at Poplar, and for a time North London Railway
trains operated over the London & Blackwall railway to Fenchurch
Street, until the NLR opened its own City terminus at Broad Street.
The London & Blackwall railway was leased by the Great Eastern
Railway from 1866, who thereafter operated all trains on the line. The
London & Blackwall company however remained a nominally
independent company until the railway grouping of 1923, when it
became part of the LNER.
The line continued to provide a passenger service to the docks but
increasing competition from trams in the early twentieth century saw
passenger services between Stepney and Blackwall withdrawn in 1926,
with the remaining passenger services between Stepney and Fenchurch
Street coming from the London & Blackwall Extension line. The original
line east of Stepney was retained for freight services to the docks until
1963, when it was closed between Stepney and West India Dock.
Remaining traffic at the Blackwall end of the line had to travel via the
connection from the North London line at Poplar, but even this traffic
had ceased by 1968, due to the decline of the London Docks.
That was not the end of the story however. Today the line from Minories
(now known as Tower Gateway) via Stepney (now renamed Limehouse)
to West India Dock is once again carrying passengers as part of the
Docklands Light Railway. Although the DLR does also have stations
named Poplar and Blackwall, these are not in the same locations as the
London & Blackwall stations and the line between them does not follow
the original alignment.

Having described in detail the two railways in London that employed
cable haulage I shall now briefly describe the other three undertakings
that employed cable haulage.
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The Tower Subway

The Tower Subway was a short underground railway 1,340 feet long that
was built beneath the River Thames in 1869. It linked Tower Hill on the
north side of the river with Vine Lane, just off Tooley Street on the south
side. A single 2ft 6in gauge line was laid in the tunnel and from August
1870 a wooden carriage, capable of carrying twelve passengers, was
hauled by cable backwards and forwards between the two ends of the
line. The cable was powered by two 4h.p. steam engines, one on each side
of the river.
The entrance shafts had steam powered lifts and the fare was 2d for 1st
class and 1d for second class. There was no difference in accommodation
for 1st and 2nd class passengers. All 1st class passengers got for the
extra money was priority when boarding and alighting.
The operation was a financial disaster with the owning company being
declared bankrupt by the December of the year the line was opened.
Following the bankruptcy, the line was converted to a foot tunnel, with
the lifts being replaced by spiral staircases, the steam engines, carriage
and rails being removed, and gas lights being provided throughout.
When the conversion was complete it re-opened with a toll of ½d for
intending users. In this form it was much more successful, until its
business disappeared almost overnight with the opening of the nearby
toll-free Tower Bridge in 1894. It eventually closed as a foot tunnel in
1898, after being sold to the London Hydraulic Power Company, who
subsequently used the tunnel to carry its water mains across the river.

The Highgate Hill Cable Tramway

The Highgate Hill Cable Tramway was a 1-mile line opened on 29th May
1884. It commenced at the Archway Tavern, Upper Holloway, and
extended in a north-westerly direction up Highgate Hill to one end of
Southwood Lane. It was built to 3ft 6in gauge and was double track for
most of its length, but the last 1,000 feet or so through Highgate High St
was single track with passing places. Over the course of its route the
tramway encountered gradients as steep as 1 in 11.
These steep gradients were beyond the capabilities of horses, which at
the time was the usual motive power for tramways, and so cable haulage
was adopted, using the endless rope method.
Technically the system was very similar to the cable car system in San
Francisco, which was described in Ashpan 67. The engine house and car
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depot were situated near the top of the line on the east side of the High
Street. Two independent engines for operating the machinery and cable
were provided by Messrs. Grafton and Co. They were nominally rated at
25 h.p. each and were fitted with automatic variable expansion gear, so
that the power of the engines would automatically vary to meet the
working requirements of the system. Steam was provided by two boilers
supplied by Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox.
Fares were 1d for a trip downhill but 2d for a trip up hill. Between 1st
July 1885 and 30th June 1886, the line carried 642,083 passengers, but it
was not financially successful.
Being steeply graded the line was susceptible to runaways, and there
were at least three incidents that prompted an inquiry by the railway
inspectorate. The first two occurred within the first year of operation and
did not result in any serious injuries. The third accident in December
1892 appears to have been more serious but no details are known, other
than the fact that it resulted in the cable tramway being closed for five
years. The line passed through three boroughs in its short length. Two of
the boroughs, St Pancras and Islington, were amenable to the line being
re-opened immediately following repairs to damage caused by the
accident, but the third borough, Hornsey, insisted on the whole tramway
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being re-laid. The proprietors could not afford this so put the line up for
sale. The London County Council submitted a bid of £2,000 but were
outbid by £500, by a business man, who had the line rebuilt . The cable
cars were fitted with brakes which came into operation automatically if
the cable, gripper or other mechanism were to fail. The line reopened in
1897. It operated until August 1909, when, having finally passed into the
hands of the LCC, it was re-gauged and converted it to electric traction.

The Brixton Cable Tramway

The second tramway in the capital to use cable haulage was the Brixton
Cable Tramway. This was an extension of an existing horse tramway,
which had terminated at the foot of Brixton Hill. Beyond here the
gradients were deemed to severe for horses to cope, and so when
construction of the extension to Streatham Hill occurred, cable haulage
was adopted. The gradients were not quite as severe as on Highgate Hill,
but the steepest section was still 1 in 20. In fact, cable haulage was
extended along the existing horse tramway from Brixton as far as
Kennington Park. Beyond there the tramway split to serve three
different London terminals, Westminster, Blackfriars or Lord
Wellington. The last is believed to be a pub on the Old Kent Road.
Between Kennington and these London terminals the trams were hauled
by horses.
At Kennington the horse trams would be attached to the cable for
haulage up Brixton Hill to the terminus. Initially this was achieved by
removing the horses and attaching in their place a gripper car, which
acted as a locomotive. The
gripper car did not carry any
passengers. Later the gripper
cars were dispensed with when a
method was found for attaching
and detaching the gripper
mechanism directly to the horse
tram cars.
Again, the line was technically
similar to the San Francisco
system. The combined car shed
and engine house was located at
the terminus near Telford
Avenue, close to Streatham Hill
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station. The site is today occupied by a bus garage.
The engines powering the line were a pair of compound steam engines
each having a high-pressure cylinder of 20 inch diameter and a low-
pressure cylinder of 32 inch diameter. Both had a stroke of 50 inches.
They were rated at 600 h.p.
Steam was provided by four double-furnace Babcock & Wilcox water-tube
boilers, having a working pressure of 140lbs per square inch. They were
fitted with mechanical stokers and coal elevators and also an automatic
mechanism for maintaining steam steadily at one pressure without
interference from the man in charge. This was achieved by a jet of steam
from the boiler which acted on the mechanism in such a way that if the
pressure exceeded the normal working pressure, the mechanical stokers
would be stopped, and they would be restarted when the pressure fell.
Normally three out of the four boilers would be in service at any one
time.
The cable hauled extension of the tramway opened in 1892 and follows
the route of the A23 from Kennington Park. The cable used was a
continuous loop and was some 30,000 feet long and 1 1/8 inches in

Kennington Changing-Place. The horses have been taken off and the grip
mechanism us about to be propelled beneath the front of the tram.
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diameter. Later this would be known as the London cable. The cable
took 40 minutes for a journey to Kennington and back, a speed of about 8
miles per hour.
In 1895 an extension was opened from Streatham Hill to Streatham
Village. This was provided with a separate cable, known as the
Streatham cable, of the same diameter, but only some 10,000 feet in
length.
The line passed into the hands of the London County Council Tramways
department on 1st January 1899. It continued to operate for a further
five years until it was closed for conversion to electric traction on 5th
April 1904. There are reports that when the line first re-opened the
original steam engines were used to generate some of the electricity for
the line.

The City & South London Railway

Finally mention should be made of the City & South London Railway.
This was the first of the deep level tube lines, that today form part of the
London Underground. Earlier underground railways were just below the
surface, with regular vent openings to allow the smoke and steam
emitted by the locomotives to escape from the tunnels. Even so conditions
on these lines were almost intolerable, and so it was clear that the deep
level tube lines could not even consider the use of steam locomotives. The
City & South London railway, as the first of these deep level lines,
planned to use cable haulage. At the last moment though, the decision
was taken to use electric traction instead, and the line opened with
electric locomotives in 1890. However, the legacy of the original plans for
cable haulage resulted in operating problems. The approach to the line’s
city terminus at King William Street passes beneath the River Thames.
Beneath the north bank of the river the two tracks ran in separate tube
tunnels one above the other. At the terminus, only a short distance north
of the river, the two lines had to be on the same level and so one of the
two lines had a much steeper rising gradient approaching the station
than the other. It happened to be the line for trains approaching the
station that had the steeper gradient. This would have been no problem
with cable haulage, but it did present a formidable challenge to electric
locomotives, a challenge which they sometimes failed to meet. When the
line was extended northwards, the original tunnels under the Thames,
along with the King William Street terminus were abandoned, with the
line being re-routed to the City via London Bridge station and the Bank.
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This photograph
from the IDSME
archive appeared in
the last issue of
Ashpan. Thanks to
Peter Reynolds we
can now put some
names to faces.
(see lower image key
for numbers)

1. Laurie Greene
2. Michael Fairburn
3. Ken Bolley
4. Fred Howchin
5. Ralph Temple
6. Harry Sales
7. Unknown
8. Jock Weeks
9. Unknown
10. Lewis Coles
11. Unknown
12. Arthur Dunn
13. John Pavey

The IDSMEAudience

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Helpful Advice:
Never argue with an engineer. Arguing with an engineer is like wrestling
with a pig in the mud. You're not going to win and after a while you
realise the pig is enjoying it.
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Seasons
Greetings
to all
Ashpan
Readers

Inside Rear Cover Top: Work on the new signalling system has started.
While holes are appearing beside the track in connection with the
provision of new underground cable routes, away from IDSME the new
illuminated signal box diagrams have been created. The one for Marsh
Junction Signal Box will show the whole railway, while the new diagram
for Khazi Junction will show the outer main line and the station arrival
line. All the diagrams’ internal wiring is complete. All that remains to be
done is to provide a signalling system to attach them to.

Inside Rear Cover Bottom: It will be recalled that when the recent
workshop extension was built, the roof was carried beyond the extension
all the way over the compressor shed. This provided an open covered
storage area (for wheel barrows and the like) between the extension and
the compressor shed. The decision has now been taken to remove the
wooden compressor shed and replace it with walls up to the level of the
new roof. The new walls will be similar in construction and appearance
to the workshop extension. Peter Pardington is seen here laying the single
course of concrete blocks for the new exterior wall. The remainder of the
wall will be of wooden construction. Most of the original wooden
compressor shed has been removed. Only one wall remains behind the
compressor.

Rear Cover: On the November running day Henry, Steve Pennack’s
4-6-0 B1, made a welcome return to IDSME’s track after a major
overhaul.
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